L105005031
100203110

AMSTERDAM GREY SAND

Model: AMSTERDAM GREY SAND
Codes: 100203110 - L105005031
Group: G-279
Format: 40X80X1,5

RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommended adhesive

100031188 SUPER-ONE N BLANCO

Recommended adhesive (wet area)

100031188 SUPER-ONE N BLANCO

Recommended joint

100236834 COLORSTUK RAPID GRIS N

Recommended joint (wet area)

100236834 COLORSTUK RAPID GRIS N

100086920 FILA FOB EXTREME

ADDITIONAL NOTES
Does not allow for grouting

TOLERANCES
Indoor tolerance

1 mm (ancho), 1.5 mm (largo), ±10% (espesor)

UNE EN 1469*

Bulk density

2621 Kg/m3

UNE EN 1936:2007*

Flammability

A1f l/A1

UNE-EN 13501-1:2007+A1:2010*

Flexural strength

13.6 MPa

UNE-EN 12372:2007*

Frost resistance

8.7 MPa

UNE-EN 12371:2011*

Resistance to abrasion (except g.7-8)

19.9 mm

UNE-EN 14157:2005*

Slip resistance

Húmedo: Clase 1/Seco: Clase 3

UNE EN 1423:2004*

Water absorption at atmospheric pressure

0.5%

UNE-EN 13755:2002*

LABORATORY TESTS

FEATURES
Protection that reduces the appearance of the most common domestic bacteria.

There are considerable color changes between pieces.

Material from a European country.

Material suitable for use on indoor walls.

Gloss-free

Material suitable for use on outdoor walls.

Material suitable for use on shower walls.

Material suitable for use on indoor floors.

Material suitable for use on outdoor floors.

It is advisable to follow the installation and maintenance instructions published by L'ANTIC COLONIAL, S.A.U., observing in any case the legal or regulatory requirements that may exist for each area of use. Do not use aggressive agents, such as acids, or metallic or
sharp elements for cleaning. Carry and handle the stone pieces in a vertical position. In public places materials must comply with the slipperiness requirements of the Spanish Technical Building Code. This document is purely commercial and may not be used in any
legal or administrative proceedings, neither as an expert opinion nor as documentary evidence, unless expressly authorized by L'ANTIC COLONIAL, S.A.U.
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PACKING
Base unit

PIECES

Boxes

0.32 M2/BOX

Gross weight

39.5094 KG/M2

Net weight

38.6281 KG/M2

Pallets

24.96 M2/PAL

Sale unit

M2

Units

0.32 M2/PIECE

It is advisable to follow the installation and maintenance instructions published by L'ANTIC COLONIAL, S.A.U., observing in any case the legal or regulatory requirements that may exist for each area of use. Do not use aggressive agents, such as acids, or metallic or
sharp elements for cleaning. Carry and handle the stone pieces in a vertical position. In public places materials must comply with the slipperiness requirements of the Spanish Technical Building Code. This document is purely commercial and may not be used in any
legal or administrative proceedings, neither as an expert opinion nor as documentary evidence, unless expressly authorized by L'ANTIC COLONIAL, S.A.U.
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